W6520R-4
6.5" Mid Woofer

Our Eclipse line featured a similar model some years ago with a traditional stamped basket and poly/rubber cone similar to the W1238R and W1038R woofers. A new and improved version presented itself and with a little tweaking, we have a very attractive, made in the USA mid woofer comparable to some of the European designs.

The W6520R features a cast aluminum basket, Abaca fiber cone and NBR rubber surround and copper capped pole piece for low distortion.

- Imp - 4 ohm
- Fs -39Hz
- Qts - .428
- Vas - 23L
- Le - .156mH
- SPL - 86.5dB
- Nmax - 6mm
- Outer dia -174mm
- Cut out - 146mm